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Abstract—Cloud services are widely embraced by research
institutions to facilitate the collaborative efforts. Although cloud
computing enables easy access to the research resources as an
alternate to conventional, discrete data management and
sharing frameworks, there are several challenges concerning to
the security and confidentiality of sensitive research data and
applications, shared among researchers. This paper has
discussed the security vulnerabilities of cloud environments,
security requirements in collaborative research cloud and
elaborates approach towards the augmentation of security and
isolation of the shared resources in cloud environments. The
enhanced access control model presented in the paper ensures
the confidentiality of the shared data and tools through
containerization and the containers are further secured by
applying Linux security modules.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Due to the breach of security and lack of control on the
shared resources, researchers are concerned to share data,
tools, and inferences in collaborative research environments.
Cloud based reproducible research enables the replication of
computational environment deployed by the original
researcher to perform inventive analysis using specific
application or tool which greatly reduces the time and efforts.
Numerous approaches have been suggested for sharing of
applications or tools, data, along with complete compute
environment among researchers. For example, workflow
software, virtual machines and containers are utilized for
sharing of applications bundled with all its dependencies.
But, the original research owner may lose control over the
proprietary tools and applications that get disseminated
among multiple researchers.
Although many solutions have been proposed in
literatures, to address secure data sharing in collaborative
research environments and data owner’s access control
problem [1] [2], considerable work does not exist on secured
sharing and access control of application or tools. Secure
sharing of the sensitive research data and applications across
such publically hosted collaboration platforms calls for a
robust access control approach that assures confidentiality
and authorized access.
II.
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Thangapandiyan et al. [3] have proposed a trust
management model as service for the providers as well as
users and delivers privacy, trust and security from
adversaries.
Thilakanathan et al [2] have presented a detailed review
about the concerns in sharing of information and importance
of retaining privacy and secrecy of shared data in various
domains like healthcare, government etc. Authors have
illustrated the type of attacks, cloud systems are susceptible
to and the major reasons that make the cloud environments
prone to these attacks.
Danan Thilakanathan et al. [4] have familiarized an
approach for safe sharing of information in collaborative
environments based on cloud. Data owner insist on the access
policies using XACML policy language. The Policy
definition points (PDP) in the object infers the policies and
policy enforcement point (PEP) enforces the policy.
Chen et al. [5] have proposed architecture built on
software and hardware that bundles data and policies for
access control and provides it to authentic users and
applications to render a better access control. The solution
assigns the policies as hardware tags to the data.
Bacon et al. [6] have inspected the practicability of
positioning IFC embodied in the cloud framework itself.
Authors have noted the suitability and potential of
decentralized IFC models for academic research ventures.
The paper has explained various aspects of cloud security
with respect to data and reviewed existing as well as proposed
work on Information flows control...
Pasquier et al. [7] have conversed regarding the
isolation provided by container technology and hypervisor
based virtual machines. The proposed IFC empowered cloud
model offers secured and elastic data sharing. The paper also
brings off a comparison on container isolation and suggested
IFC-enabled operating system model.
III.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Even though the utilization of cloud services in
collaborative research has manifold benefits, there are
numerous challenges with respect to security and
confidentiality of sensitive research data and applications,
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shared among researchers. Common security vulnerabilities
of cloud environments also add on to this problem.
A. Breach of privacy and confidentiality
Safeguarding the security and confidentiality of sensitive
research data and proprietary applications, that is shared in a
publically hosted collaborative cloud platform is a strenuous
challenge. Even though methods like k-anonymization [8]
and differential privacy [10] are used to preserve
confidentiality of data, they are not beneficial in collaborative
research platforms where multiple researchers require sharing
the data and applications along with all its dependencies to
foster reproducibility of research. Breach of confidentiality,
causes the data owners to lose trust in sharing sensitive data
and tools with other researchers.
B. Lack of control on shared resource.
Researchers may have varying sharing requirements,
may be read or view of data, data fetch, fetch and run an
application, or may need to reproduce a system environment
to evaluate an experimental result. When a researcher (data
owner) share the data and grant access privileges on the data
to another researcher (data receiver), the receiver may
redeploy the data to other researchers lacking the knowledge
of the data owner.. The original researchers who own the data,
tools or inferences are apprehensive about the control over
the resources that are distributed among multiple users in
collaborative research environments.
C. Lack of a flexible, policy based access control
The original researcher, to whom the research resources
belong to, should be able to define the user policy regarding
access the data and applications and what are the acceptable
actions on the resources. The coarse grained access control
models fail to deliver the passable flexibility that empowers
the user to specify the access policies. Difficulty in
distribution and revocation of encryptions keys and restricted
traceability due to mathematical inclination, makes
encryption techniques less suitable for a securing the shared
data and tools in collaborative research environments [7].
Customary access control mechanisms, which are largely role
specific, impose control over the data and tools, mostly in
application or service perspective. The original owner does
not have control over the shared data beyond policy
enforcement points, and traditional access control methods
are not sufficient to ensure its security [9].
D. General security challenges in cloud model
In a multitenant cloud environment, virtualization
enables users to share physical resources with others. But it
also causes threat to the user’s resources. Malicious virtual
machines are easily vulnerable to hypervisor attacks. Side
channel attacks are another persistent threat in virtualized
systems sharing resources, where malicious code is injected
to another virtual machine. Network virtualized clouds where
IP, Ethernet, bandwidth, firewalls gets shared are prone to
cross tenant attacks which can be mitigated using secured
tunnels between the tenants. In VM hopping adversaries gain
access to the physical hardware resources and is a critical
issue in IaaS and PaaS clouds. Denial of service (DOS) attack

is one more issue in multitenant shared cloud model where
illegal users provoke denial of service by flooding the
network port with undesirable packets. Man in the middle
cryptographic attack is yet another risky problem where
untrusted user positions between two trusted users of the
cloud and intrude to access the data. Wrapping Attack is an
MITM attack related to XML Signature wrapping attack
where cloud users access cloud by means of the web services
using duplications of login credentials. Browser attack
induces data stealing through damaging the signature and
encryption while translating the SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) messages between the web browser and
web server.
E. Security challenges due to a shared kernel
Virtualization empowers resource sharing by means of
emulation of resources. The hypervisor-based virtualization
offers sufficient isolation between guest virtual machines but
then incurs significant overheads. In hypervisor-based
virtualization several guest containers ride on top of host
operating. Contrast to this, in container-based virtualization,
the host operating system is virtualized so system without
installing the additional kernel for the guest containers, which
noticeably decreases the performance overhead.
Even though namespaces and Linux kernel feature
benefits container based virtualization, there occur various
security issues due to a shared kernel and weak isolation.
Containers suffer from weak isolation owing to sharing of the
system kernel. Any malicious code can affect other containers
and underlying operating system. Such containers
compromise the security of rest of the containers of the host
machine and system as a whole.
A user with root privileges on the container can mount
and access any directory from the host even the root directory.
This endangers the host to a threat called root breakout. A
process that breaks out of the guest container gets equal
access privileges on the host including root privileges. Host
break in attack occurs on the allocated container when the
host roots gains access to containers and alters it. A user with
uid =0 will be root on the host with complete root access
rights even on the host. This causes threats like privilege
escalation in which a user gets special rights like root users.
The multi-tenant container cloud-based systems where
multiple containers share the host resources are susceptible to
threats like information leakage.
Adversaries can take gain of these information leakage
channels and initiate attack that upsets the confidentiality and
integrity of the system.
The container daemon is unrestrained, which makes
the applications in the container prone to security attacks
through web interfaces. Malicious applications in the
container tire out the system resources to a level. Those other
applications are inept to use them, for example, Denial Of
service (DOS). The extra layer of isolation lacked by
container makes it easy for attackers to launch into the host
machine. Cloud container based environments with dearth of
strong access control policies are disposed to cross site
scripting attacks where the attacker implant client side script
to the webpages.
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VI.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

Figure 1 demonstrates an overview of enhanced
access control model.

Based on the in depth review of the security
concerns in cloud system, issues in container technology,
collaborative research environments and existing
mechanisms to mitigate the security issues, a security model
for improving the isolation and security of container-based
cloud systems is designed and integrated to access control
model for Collaborative Research Cloud (CRC) proposed in
[11].The proposed methodology consists the designing an
enhanced access control model augmented with controlled
object flow. The novel solution guarantees secured and
controlled sharing of resources between researchers in
collaborative research environment using a combination of
secured containerization, IFC-endorsed flow control and
policy based access control.
Many existing approaches have used IFC to control
and monitor data flow and control its propagation and the
proposed approach has extended this capability to control the
containers that enclose data sets, applications, tools and
system environment.
The proposed approach prevails over dearth of
scalability offered by ACL and rigid, role specific access
control approach employed by RBAC by implementing a
flexible policy based access control model. To accomplish an
access control approach that is fine grained, Policy
Enforcement Points (PEP) and related Policy Decision Points
(PDP) are used that enforcing and defining the policies
required for authorization decisions. The policy based access
control provide fine-grained authorization mechanism that
enable original Research Owner (RO) to assign access
privileges based on the policy enforced and the flexibility of
the access control model empowers to set access policy rights
based on the roles and requirements of the different
researchers. This ensures the confidentiality of the shared
data and tools through containerization and the containers are
further secured by applying Linux security modules.
VII.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed access control mechanism facilitates
the researchers to share resources bundled in secured
containers, control and monitor the propagation of data and
tools and specify an access control policy for the objects
shared in collaborative research cloud.
The distinctive features of the proposed approach
are: Enhanced container isolation and security by applying
Linux security modules (LSM), IFC – endorsed flow control
and monitoring and flexible policy based access control
defined in XACML.
The web interface allows researchers, research
owners and administrator to login. Research owner employs
Management Interface (MI) to control the access to allocated
resources and monitor it. MI also monitors the user activities
on the allocated container objects and alerts the about any
unauthorized activity.

Figure 1: Enhanced Access Control Model

PEP receives the user request and forward to PDP.
PDP evaluate the requests against the user policies and return
a response to PEP. According to the response reviewed from
PDP, PEP enforces the access control for the user. The
XACML editor enables the administrator, in concurrence
with RO to edit the XACML policies and uploaded to PDP.
IFC Gateway holds the label repository of researcher
owners, researchers and resources in the entire research
cloud. IFC enforces a strategy that guarantees confidentiality
and integrity for the data and applications that are shared
between researchers using secrecy labels (“no read up, no
write down”) and integrity label (“no read down, no write
up”) [13]. Many existing approaches have used IFC labels for
controlled exchange of data or information. The proposed
solution extended this ability to enable RO to restrain the
objects he shares with other researchers
VIII.
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
Each object in the proposed research cloud is
attached with secrecy label and integrity label.
S(Rn) = secrecy label of a researcher Rn,
S(RO) = secrecy label of RO
I(Rn) = integrity label of researcher Rn,
I(RO) = integrity label of RO
RO will share requested data or application with any other
researcher when secrecy labels matches and Rn will accept the
resources only if integrity labels matches.
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Any RO in CRC will share data or application with researcher
Rn only if,
RORn, iff S(R n) ⊆S(RO) ^I(R n) ⊆I(RO)

(1)

RO may have to change the access permissions on the objects
after allocation is done also. This can be achieved by adding
or removing privileges in the secrecy label and the integrity
label. Thus the security levels can be altered through variation
in secrecy labels. Alteration in the integrity labels reflects
variation in authencity of the shared resources.
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t ϵ 𝑃𝑠− (RO) and likewise for integrity label.
A variation of a label RO ~ RO ‘is safe when,
X(RO’)=X(RO) ∪ {t} if tϵt ϵ 𝑃𝑥+ (RO)

(2)

X(RO’) =X(RO) ∪ {t} if tϵt ϵ 𝑃𝑥− (RO)

(3)

or

For example, an Rn without privilege labels cannot copy or
share the container objects.
IX.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2: Performance of secured container and native container in CPU
intensive test
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Six machines with Core i7 -8565U processors, 4.6
GHz, 128 GB RAM and 4- core is connected through 24 port
Layer 2 CISCO switch. RCU systems were constituted by
installing Openstack on Ubuntu 14.04 with and four native
LXD containers. Three containers were created one running
httperf benchmarking tool and two running Apache
webserver 8.5, connected via Ethernet at 10GBps.One
webserver was configured in LXD and other in RCU. The
performance isolation of Collaborative Research Cloud
augmented with secured container based access control
model was evaluated.
A webserver was configured in RCU and algorithm
for secured object flow control is implemented using python
3.6. Fork bomb test was conducted to evaluate container
isolation and CPU intensive test to study the performance of
container and secured container.
The evaluation of performance isolation using the
bench mark suite demonstrates that secured container is well
isolated from interferences and secured from security attacks.
The secured container with flow control demonstrates 86 %
improvement in connection reply, 28% improvement is
connection rate, and 68% better reply time, which indicates
the container is secured from side channel attack and
container leakage.
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Figure 3: Performance of container and secured container in fork bomb
test.

X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The paper has discussed the security challenges in
cloud based environments, container virtualization, concerns
in sharing data, tools and results in collaborative research.
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The integration of enhanced access control model to the
collaborative research cloud delivers much more than the
traditional security to meet up the dynamic, ad-hoc nature of
research clouds.
The future work comprises of adoption of server less
computing to enhance automated scalability a, reduced
outage and fine grained permission control.
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